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Abstract: To design the control of automated systems, the designer must evaluate the
performances of various solutions. Our research deals with the evaluation of distributed
control architecture. We have chosen Colored Timed Petri Nets (CTPN) models for
describe behaviors of each equipment of control and we use design/CPN simulation tool
to assess response times performance. The aims of this paper are to build various Pro-
grammable Logic Controller (PLC) behavior models and to select the best according to
our needs in performance evaluations. Various approaches for the creation of CTPN
models are discussed. Some of them are based on synthesis techniques and some of them
are based on an identification technique. Finally, a comparison method is presented. It
will allow the designer to choose the right model for the simulation in the evaluation
stage.

Keywords: Modelling, Petri-nets, Simulation, Control system analysis, Programmable
logic controllers

1. INTRODUCTION

To design architectures of distributed control systems,
the designer must deal with a phase of performance
evaluation. Many studies are centered on the evalua-
tions of functional structures of control (Kiencke et
al. 1999) or components (for ex: API, fieldbus...)
(List et al. 1998), or sometimes on the redundancy of
components (Gulner and Theis 1999). The general
goal of our research (Meunier and Denis 1997) is to
evaluate response time performance of a whole archi-
tecture dealing with the functional and the material

point of view and using simulation of Colored Timed
Petri Nets (CTPN) models. A library of behavior
models of control equipments has been setup and
design/CPN simulator is used to perform evaluations.
The aim of this paper is to prepare a Programmable
Logic Controller (PLC) behavior model as good as
possible according to our needs of evaluation. In ses-
sion [2], we describe the various approaches in design
of CTPN models. Then, in session [3] we apply these
approaches to the creation of PLC behavior models.
Finally, in last session, we present a comparison
method of these models. 
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2. MODELING APPROACHES

In this part, we describe the different ways to model
an equipment behavior and the different ways to build
a Petri net models. In order to illustrate these different
ways, we study an industrial programmable logic con-
troller (PLC) as example. This PLC is composed
with:

- an input module (IM) which handles sensors sig-
nals and prepares them for the CPU module;

- a CPU module which executes users programs
(we assume that no preemptive task is performed);

- and an output module (OM) which transforms
CPU module outputs into actuator signals.

Behaviors of input and output modules, specifying by
manufacturer, are describes as delays (noted respec-
tively DIM and DOM). 

2.1 Different ways to get the behavior of an equipment

Design of dynamic behavior model requires informa-
tions on the equipment behavior. There are two ways
to extract the behavior: synthesis-based approach and
identification-based approach.

Synthesis-based approach. This approach consists in
the analysis of manufacturer documentation. The
behavior of PLC CPU is cyclic. The cycle is made up
of (fig. 1):

- a Read input phase (R),
- a program EXecuting phase (EX),
- an Assignment output phase (A).

The cycle time depends of the program size. During
the operating mode the program size is frozen and the
cycle time is a constant value. This value could be
obtained from the execution time of each statements
of the user program or from the CPU rate speed given
in kilo statement per second. Moreover, we consider
that the PLC is periodic, the various phases of the
cycle thus have fixed durations. 

Fig. 1. Chronogram of CPU activity of a cyclic PLC
according manufacturer documentation.

Identification-based approach. This approach con-
sists in identifying the real equipment behavior. The
equipment inputs are solicited and then, the measure-
ment of its outputs provides us a view of its actual
behavior. To study logical signals on industrial equip-
ments, we built an experimental framework com-
posed with signal generators and a logical analyzer.
All of these devices are managed with a workstation
across a GPIB network. Thus we are able to perform a
large number of measurement with various kind of
solicitation in batch mode. 1200 measurement of

cycle time of our CPU module are reported in the his-
togram of fig. 2. 

Fig. 2. Histogram of PLC cycle time measures

Measurement analysis gives the dynamic behavior of
the PLC. This behavior is cyclic. We discover some
periodicity disturbances. To model this behavior, we
introduce new tasks in the CPU activity called inter-
nal management tasks (MT) (fig. 3). Management
tasks of the API are defined as following:

- Period of the management task k: PM(k),
- Duration of the management task k: DMT(k) 

Fig. 3. Chronogram of CPU activity according identifica-
tion

2.2 Different ways to build a Petri net model

Our models are made using colored timed Petri nets
(CTPN) within the meaning of Jensen K (1997). We
propose three ways to build a Petri net model. The
structural, the extended transition and the stochastic
model.

Structural and deterministic model. This manner of
building a model is very current. Each aspect of the
behavior of the modeled system is translated into
places and transitions. The model reproduces accu-
rately and in a deterministic way the behavior of the
modeled system. Each change of state of the modeled
system is thus modeled by the firing of a transition in
the model. This type of model is simple to build but
during the simulation much of transitions will have to
be fired. Simulation is thus long and expensive in
CPU time.

Deterministic model with extended transitions. Here
the model also reproduces accurately and in a deter-
ministic way the behavior of the modeled system. But
some aspects of the behavior of the modeled system
are translated by a list of instructions associated with
certain transitions. The Jensen (1997) CTPN allows
us to associate codes lines with the transitions. During
simulation, this code is executed when the associated
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transition is fired. This approach makes it possible to
distribute the complexity of a behavior between a
simple transition-place structure and simple algo-
rithms associated with transitions.

Stochastic model. We build a model whose behavior
is on average similar to that of the modeled system.
Stochastic transitions are used in the model. During a
simulation, the current values of the observed param-
eters are not significant. But the model is built in
order to meet the average of these values to the mod-
eled system.

3. MODEL DESIGN 

In this session, all the different modeling approaches
describe in the session [2] are studied.

3.1 Structural model with synthesis based approach

The model is built according to two points of view.
The first is the internal material point of view. It cor-
responds to the concept of cycle. And the second is
the data point of view. It corresponds to the data states
during the transmission through the PLC (fig. 4). This
model is divided into three parts: 

- on the part "a", the internal material point of view
with the PLC CPU cycle, 

- on the part "c", the data point of view with the
data states in the PLC,

- on the part "b" are the elements which allow to
synchronizing the two points of view. 

Fig. 4. CTPN structural model with synthesis based
approach

The model obtained contains 12 places and 8 transi-
tions. 

3.2 Model with extended transitions with synthesis
based approach

The fig. 5 illustrates dynamic behavior define session
[2.1, Synthesis-based approach]. We notice that the
global behavior is a simple delay. The model will cal-
culate this delay within a transition code according to
the PLC input time. We know: 

- the duration of the read Input phase (DR)

- the duration of the program EXecuting phase
(DEX)

- the duration of the assignment Output phase (DA) 

- the values of the delays due to the output and
input modules (respectively DIM and DOM). 

Fig. 5. detailed chronograms of CPU activity (from manu-
facturer documents)

After acquisition by the input module, we distinguish
two cases. The cycle is or is not in the input read
phase. For any event arrived at the date t, we calculate
the relative position in the cycle (noted PCY(t)) after
acquisition of the input module. 

 with 
if = 

if = 

The fig. 6 represents a model with extended transi-
tions of the PLC behavior. Statements within the code
zone correspond to the calculation of delay(t) func-
tion. The obtained model contains 2 places and 1 tran-
sition.

Fig. 6. CTPN model with extended transitions and with
synthesis-based approach
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3.3 Stochastic model with synthesis-based approach

The global behavior of a PLC is a delay (fig. 5). This
delay is bounded and its limits are equal to:

The fig. 7 represents the stochastic model of the PLC
dynamic behavior. The function Rint(Min, max)
returns a random integer between Min and max. The
obtained model contains 2 places and 1 transition.

Fig. 7. CTPN stochastic model with synthesis-based
approach

3.4 Structural model with identification-based
approach

The design is made as describe in the session [3.1]. A
new point of view is added. This point of view corre-
sponds to the internal management tasks. The fig. 8
represents the dynamic behavior model of the PLC. 

This model is divided into four parts: 
- on the part "a", the internal point of view of the

management tasks of the PLC,
- on the part "b", the internal material point of view

with the PLC cycle, 
- on the part "d", the data point of view with the

data states in the PLC,
- on the part "c" are the elements which make it

possible to synchronize the two points of view. 

The obtained model contains 15 places and 10 transi-
tions. 

3.5 Model with extended transition with identifica-
tion-based approach

The dynamic behavior of the PLC is a delay. But con-
trary to the session [3.2], its calculation is not simple.
It is however possible to get the date of next the end
of cycle knowing the previous date. ECi is the last end
of cycle date known, we consider the following vari-
ables (fig. 9): 

- ATi, duration passed since the last management
task

- BTi, lasted before the next management task

Fig. 9. ECi Positioning compared to the management tasks

ATi=(ECi-MT0-DMT) Mod PM
BTi=PM-DMT-ATi where Mod is the modulo operator.

We obtain two cases described fig. 10 and fig. 11.

Fig. 10.Case

In this case, cycle CYi has time to proceed before the
next task of management. The calculation of the next
end of cycle (ECi+1) is thus ECi+1(ECi) = ECi+DCY

Fig. 11.Case 

In this second case, the cycle does not have time to be
carried out. One or more management tasks will be
intercalated. We define the following variables:

- IMT, interval between two tasks of management 
- npi, a number of pieces of CYi of size IMT 
- LPi, last piece of CYi 

The next end of cycle (ECi+1) is calculated as follow-
ing: ECi+1(ECi) = ECi + BTi+1 + npi*PM + DMT + LPi

with IMT=PM-DMT 
npi=(DEX-BTi) Div IMT 
LPi=(DEX-BTi) Mod IMT 
Where Div is the integer division.

We determine the date of end of cycle EC(t) which
follows a date t. Two calculated dates are considered:

min DEX DA– DIM DOM+ +=
max DEX D+

CY
DA– DIM DOM+ +=

a b c d

Fig. 8. CTPN structural model with identifica-
tion-based approach
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the last (L) and before last (BL). We use the algorithm
described fig. 12.

Fig. 12.EC(t) calculation algorithm

The fig. 13 represents the dynamic behavior model of
the PLC. One can distinguish three codes. The "code
1" memorize the event arrival date (noted t). The
"code 2" is the calculation of the algorithm described
fig. 12. The "code 3" is the calculation of the trans-
mission delay through the PLC (noted delay). The
obtained model contains 4 places and 3 transitions.

Fig. 13.CTPN model with extended transition and with
identification-based approach

3.6 Stochastic approach with identification-based
approach

According the study in the session [3.5], we can say
that the PLC cycle will be interrupted n or n+1 times.
We defines n as follow: n=DCY Div IMT 
We consider that ECi can take IMT locations between
two management tasks. During (IMT-LPi) the first val-
ues (line "a" fig. 14), the cycle is stopped n time. The
line "b" fig. 14 corresponds to the limit. From this

limit to the IMTth value (line "c" fig. 14), the number
of interruption grows to n+1. 

Fig. 14.Different locations of ECi in the IMT interval

The model fig. 15 looks like the session [3.3] model.
Except that the values of Max and Min are raised k
time DMT. A random variable allows deciding if k is
equal to n or n+1. The obtained model contains 2
places and 1 transition.

Fig. 15.CTPN stochastic model with identification-based
approach

4. MODELS COMPARISON

In the session [3], we designed 6 CTPN models corre-
sponding to the behavior of a PLC. In this part, we
will present a comparison method. This method will
be applied to the six models. This method helps the
designer for the choice of the model. 

4.1 Comparison method

Each model is simulated. The input excitations of the
models will be the same for each one. During simula-
tions, we evaluate the transmission delay through the
PLC. After a simulation, we obtain 59660 values.
Each model is compared with a real PLC. Measures
of the real PLC are taken as reference. The values of
the reference are obtained by experimentation on our
framework. The identification duration takes eight
hours. We compare the 6 models histograms with the
reference histogram. The classes of the model histo-
grams correspond to the classes of the reference histo-
gram. The criteria used to compare the different
histograms are:

- the minimum delay accuracy (∆min)
- the maximum delay accuracy (∆max)
- the percentage of value in common with the refer-

ence
- the simulation time (DSIM)
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We define the following variables:

- Dmin(R), Dmax(R), the lowest and biggest trans-
mission time for the reference

- Dmin(M), Dmax(M), the lowest and biggest
transmission time for the M model

- we define the 

- ∆max is define as ∆min

4.2 Built models comparison

The fig. 16 represents the various histograms
obtained after simulation and after actual PLC identi-
fication. For an easier graph reading, the histogram
bars were replaced by lines. The Table 1 contains the
analysis results of simulations. The best values are
indicated in bold. With the Table 1, the designer can
choose the model, which is appropriate according to
his criteria. For example, if the criteria are the statisti-
cal accuracy and the simulation speed, the best model
is the stochastic model with identification-based
approach. On the other hand, the model with extended
transitions and with synthesis-based approach would
be interesting for a fast simulation and a limit accu-
racy without going beyond. But, if the criterion is the
accuracy on the min and max boundaries, the best
model is the stochastic model with synthesis-based
approach. For our general aim relating the response
time evaluation in the whole architecture, this is the
best criterion.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented various approaches allow-
ing to design behavior models for control system.
After having illustrated these approaches, we pre-
sented a comparison method for the designed models.
The presented comparison relates to alone models.
But this model aims to be used as component of a
larger model. The works in progress extend the
method of comparison to study the influence of an
equipment model on the behavior of a whole architec-
ture model. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

To design architectures of distributed control systems,
the designer must deal with a phase of performance
evaluation. Many studies are centered on the evalua-
tions of functional structures of control (Kiencke et
al. 1999) or components (for ex: API, fieldbus...)
(List et al. 1998), or sometimes on the redundancy of
components (Gulner and Theis 1999). The general
goal of our research (Meunier and Denis 1997) is to
evaluate response time performance of a whole archi-
tecture dealing with the functional and the material

point of view and using simulation of Colored Timed
Petri Nets (CTPN) models. A library of behavior
models of control equipments has been setup and
design/CPN simulator is used to perform evaluations.
The aim of this paper is to prepare a Programmable
Logic Controller (PLC) behavior model as good as
possible according to our needs of evaluation. In ses-
sion [2], we describe the various approaches in design
of CTPN models. Then, in session [3] we apply these
approaches to the creation of PLC behavior models.
Finally, in last session, we present a comparison
method of these models. 
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2. MODELING APPROACHES

In this part, we describe the different ways to model
an equipment behavior and the different ways to build
a Petri net models. In order to illustrate these different
ways, we study an industrial programmable logic con-
troller (PLC) as example. This PLC is composed
with:

- an input module (IM) which handles sensors sig-
nals and prepares them for the CPU module;

- a CPU module which executes users programs
(we assume that no preemptive task is performed);

- and an output module (OM) which transforms
CPU module outputs into actuator signals.

Behaviors of input and output modules, specifying by
manufacturer, are describes as delays (noted respec-
tively DIM and DOM). 

2.1 Different ways to get the behavior of an equipment

Design of dynamic behavior model requires informa-
tions on the equipment behavior. There are two ways
to extract the behavior: synthesis-based approach and
identification-based approach.

Synthesis-based approach. This approach consists in
the analysis of manufacturer documentation. The
behavior of PLC CPU is cyclic. The cycle is made up
of (fig. 1):

- a Read input phase (R),
- a program EXecuting phase (EX),
- an Assignment output phase (A).

The cycle time depends of the program size. During
the operating mode the program size is frozen and the
cycle time is a constant value. This value could be
obtained from the execution time of each statements
of the user program or from the CPU rate speed given
in kilo statement per second. Moreover, we consider
that the PLC is periodic, the various phases of the
cycle thus have fixed durations. 

Fig. 1. Chronogram of CPU activity of a cyclic PLC
according manufacturer documentation.

Identification-based approach. This approach con-
sists in identifying the real equipment behavior. The
equipment inputs are solicited and then, the measure-
ment of its outputs provides us a view of its actual
behavior. To study logical signals on industrial equip-
ments, we built an experimental framework com-
posed with signal generators and a logical analyzer.
All of these devices are managed with a workstation
across a GPIB network. Thus we are able to perform a
large number of measurement with various kind of
solicitation in batch mode. 1200 measurement of

cycle time of our CPU module are reported in the his-
togram of fig. 2. 

Fig. 2. Histogram of PLC cycle time measures

Measurement analysis gives the dynamic behavior of
the PLC. This behavior is cyclic. We discover some
periodicity disturbances. To model this behavior, we
introduce new tasks in the CPU activity called inter-
nal management tasks (MT) (fig. 3). Management
tasks of the API are defined as following:

- Period of the management task k: PM(k),
- Duration of the management task k: DMT(k) 

Fig. 3. Chronogram of CPU activity according identifica-
tion

2.2 Different ways to build a Petri net model

Our models are made using colored timed Petri nets
(CTPN) within the meaning of Jensen K (1997). We
propose three ways to build a Petri net model. The
structural, the extended transition and the stochastic
model.

Structural and deterministic model. This manner of
building a model is very current. Each aspect of the
behavior of the modeled system is translated into
places and transitions. The model reproduces accu-
rately and in a deterministic way the behavior of the
modeled system. Each change of state of the modeled
system is thus modeled by the firing of a transition in
the model. This type of model is simple to build but
during the simulation much of transitions will have to
be fired. Simulation is thus long and expensive in
CPU time.

Deterministic model with extended transitions. Here
the model also reproduces accurately and in a deter-
ministic way the behavior of the modeled system. But
some aspects of the behavior of the modeled system
are translated by a list of instructions associated with
certain transitions. The Jensen (1997) CTPN allows
us to associate codes lines with the transitions. During
simulation, this code is executed when the associated
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transition is fired. This approach makes it possible to
distribute the complexity of a behavior between a
simple transition-place structure and simple algo-
rithms associated with transitions.

Stochastic model. We build a model whose behavior
is on average similar to that of the modeled system.
Stochastic transitions are used in the model. During a
simulation, the current values of the observed param-
eters are not significant. But the model is built in
order to meet the average of these values to the mod-
eled system.

3. MODEL DESIGN 

In this session, all the different modeling approaches
describe in the session [2] are studied.

3.1 Structural model with synthesis based approach

The model is built according to two points of view.
The first is the internal material point of view. It cor-
responds to the concept of cycle. And the second is
the data point of view. It corresponds to the data states
during the transmission through the PLC (fig. 4). This
model is divided into three parts: 

- on the part "a", the internal material point of view
with the PLC CPU cycle, 

- on the part "c", the data point of view with the
data states in the PLC,

- on the part "b" are the elements which allow to
synchronizing the two points of view. 

Fig. 4. CTPN structural model with synthesis based
approach

The model obtained contains 12 places and 8 transi-
tions. 

3.2 Model with extended transitions with synthesis
based approach

The fig. 5 illustrates dynamic behavior define session
[2.1, Synthesis-based approach]. We notice that the
global behavior is a simple delay. The model will cal-
culate this delay within a transition code according to
the PLC input time. We know: 

- the duration of the read Input phase (DR)

- the duration of the program EXecuting phase
(DEX)

- the duration of the assignment Output phase (DA) 

- the values of the delays due to the output and
input modules (respectively DIM and DOM). 

Fig. 5. detailed chronograms of CPU activity (from manu-
facturer documents)

After acquisition by the input module, we distinguish
two cases. The cycle is or is not in the input read
phase. For any event arrived at the date t, we calculate
the relative position in the cycle (noted PCY(t)) after
acquisition of the input module. 

 with 
if = 

if = 

The fig. 6 represents a model with extended transi-
tions of the PLC behavior. Statements within the code
zone correspond to the calculation of delay(t) func-
tion. The obtained model contains 2 places and 1 tran-
sition.

Fig. 6. CTPN model with extended transitions and with
synthesis-based approach
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3.3 Stochastic model with synthesis-based approach

The global behavior of a PLC is a delay (fig. 5). This
delay is bounded and its limits are equal to:

The fig. 7 represents the stochastic model of the PLC
dynamic behavior. The function Rint(Min, max)
returns a random integer between Min and max. The
obtained model contains 2 places and 1 transition.

Fig. 7. CTPN stochastic model with synthesis-based
approach

3.4 Structural model with identification-based
approach

The design is made as describe in the session [3.1]. A
new point of view is added. This point of view corre-
sponds to the internal management tasks. The fig. 8
represents the dynamic behavior model of the PLC. 

This model is divided into four parts: 
- on the part "a", the internal point of view of the

management tasks of the PLC,
- on the part "b", the internal material point of view

with the PLC cycle, 
- on the part "d", the data point of view with the

data states in the PLC,
- on the part "c" are the elements which make it

possible to synchronize the two points of view. 

The obtained model contains 15 places and 10 transi-
tions. 

3.5 Model with extended transition with identifica-
tion-based approach

The dynamic behavior of the PLC is a delay. But con-
trary to the session [3.2], its calculation is not simple.
It is however possible to get the date of next the end
of cycle knowing the previous date. ECi is the last end
of cycle date known, we consider the following vari-
ables (fig. 9): 

- ATi, duration passed since the last management
task

- BTi, lasted before the next management task

Fig. 9. ECi Positioning compared to the management tasks

ATi=(ECi-MT0-DMT) Mod PM
BTi=PM-DMT-ATi where Mod is the modulo operator.

We obtain two cases described fig. 10 and fig. 11.

Fig. 10.Case

In this case, cycle CYi has time to proceed before the
next task of management. The calculation of the next
end of cycle (ECi+1) is thus ECi+1(ECi) = ECi+DCY

Fig. 11.Case 

In this second case, the cycle does not have time to be
carried out. One or more management tasks will be
intercalated. We define the following variables:

- IMT, interval between two tasks of management 
- npi, a number of pieces of CYi of size IMT 
- LPi, last piece of CYi 

The next end of cycle (ECi+1) is calculated as follow-
ing: ECi+1(ECi) = ECi + BTi+1 + npi*PM + DMT + LPi

with IMT=PM-DMT 
npi=(DEX-BTi) Div IMT 
LPi=(DEX-BTi) Mod IMT 
Where Div is the integer division.

We determine the date of end of cycle EC(t) which
follows a date t. Two calculated dates are considered:

min DEX DA– DIM DOM+ +=
max DEX D+

CY
DA– DIM DOM+ +=

a b c d

Fig. 8. CTPN structural model with identifica-
tion-based approach
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the last (L) and before last (BL). We use the algorithm
described fig. 12.

Fig. 12.EC(t) calculation algorithm

The fig. 13 represents the dynamic behavior model of
the PLC. One can distinguish three codes. The "code
1" memorize the event arrival date (noted t). The
"code 2" is the calculation of the algorithm described
fig. 12. The "code 3" is the calculation of the trans-
mission delay through the PLC (noted delay). The
obtained model contains 4 places and 3 transitions.

Fig. 13.CTPN model with extended transition and with
identification-based approach

3.6 Stochastic approach with identification-based
approach

According the study in the session [3.5], we can say
that the PLC cycle will be interrupted n or n+1 times.
We defines n as follow: n=DCY Div IMT 
We consider that ECi can take IMT locations between
two management tasks. During (IMT-LPi) the first val-
ues (line "a" fig. 14), the cycle is stopped n time. The
line "b" fig. 14 corresponds to the limit. From this

limit to the IMTth value (line "c" fig. 14), the number
of interruption grows to n+1. 

Fig. 14.Different locations of ECi in the IMT interval

The model fig. 15 looks like the session [3.3] model.
Except that the values of Max and Min are raised k
time DMT. A random variable allows deciding if k is
equal to n or n+1. The obtained model contains 2
places and 1 transition.

Fig. 15.CTPN stochastic model with identification-based
approach

4. MODELS COMPARISON

In the session [3], we designed 6 CTPN models corre-
sponding to the behavior of a PLC. In this part, we
will present a comparison method. This method will
be applied to the six models. This method helps the
designer for the choice of the model. 

4.1 Comparison method

Each model is simulated. The input excitations of the
models will be the same for each one. During simula-
tions, we evaluate the transmission delay through the
PLC. After a simulation, we obtain 59660 values.
Each model is compared with a real PLC. Measures
of the real PLC are taken as reference. The values of
the reference are obtained by experimentation on our
framework. The identification duration takes eight
hours. We compare the 6 models histograms with the
reference histogram. The classes of the model histo-
grams correspond to the classes of the reference histo-
gram. The criteria used to compare the different
histograms are:

- the minimum delay accuracy (∆min)
- the maximum delay accuracy (∆max)
- the percentage of value in common with the refer-

ence
- the simulation time (DSIM)

Calculation of 
ECi+1(L)

t > L?

BL=L
L=ECi+1(L)

EC(t) = L

EC(t) = ?

END

BEGIN

noyes

a

b

c
0

MT MTMT

0

MT

MT MTMTMT

0

MT

ECi

MT

ECi+1

MTMT

IMT LPi

LPiIMT-LPI

time

time

time



We define the following variables:

- Dmin(R), Dmax(R), the lowest and biggest trans-
mission time for the reference

- Dmin(M), Dmax(M), the lowest and biggest
transmission time for the M model

- we define the 

- ∆max is define as ∆min

4.2 Built models comparison

The fig. 16 represents the various histograms
obtained after simulation and after actual PLC identi-
fication. For an easier graph reading, the histogram
bars were replaced by lines. The Table 1 contains the
analysis results of simulations. The best values are
indicated in bold. With the Table 1, the designer can
choose the model, which is appropriate according to
his criteria. For example, if the criteria are the statisti-
cal accuracy and the simulation speed, the best model
is the stochastic model with identification-based
approach. On the other hand, the model with extended
transitions and with synthesis-based approach would
be interesting for a fast simulation and a limit accu-
racy without going beyond. But, if the criterion is the
accuracy on the min and max boundaries, the best
model is the stochastic model with synthesis-based
approach. For our general aim relating the response
time evaluation in the whole architecture, this is the
best criterion.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented various approaches allow-
ing to design behavior models for control system.
After having illustrated these approaches, we pre-
sented a comparison method for the designed models.
The presented comparison relates to alone models.
But this model aims to be used as component of a
larger model. The works in progress extend the
method of comparison to study the influence of an
equipment model on the behavior of a whole architec-
ture model. 
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∆min M( )
Dmin R( ) Dmin M( )–

Dmin R( )
-------------------------------------------------=

Fig. 16.Model 
histograms
comparison

Synthesis-based approach Identification-based approach

Struct. Ext. tr. Stoch. Struct. Ext. tr. Stoch.

∆max -15,52% -12,82% +5,16% -16,42% -13,75% -17,82%

∆min -6,41 % -9,1 % -0,75% -6,23 % -10,7% -11,79%

% in common 68,28% 68,28% 67,91% 75,27% 87,97% 89,91%

DSIM 13h15’ 49’25" 49’25" 13h55’ 4h22’ 49’25"

Table 1 Results 
analysis


